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Cloud’s top hurdles
(and how to overcome them)
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Executive summary

Moving to cloud computing models can be fraught with

What should you do to move forward? What should you

questions and uncertainty; there doesn’t seem to be one

avoid? If you are struggling with the changing landscape

clear path to follow. Yet, most companies know that waiting

of cloud, this paper offers information and guidance

until “the dust settles” with cloud may leave them well

based on what Datalink has seen from early cloud

behind their competitors.

successes and missteps.
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Shifting cloud questions: No longer “if” but “how”

Today’s cloud discussion is no longer about whether or

If you are overseeing IT decisions for a midrange to

not to embrace a cloud-like architecture. Rather, today’s

enterprise company, you may be hard-pressed to know

questions surround how best to move forward in the midst

which cloud move offers the best course of action.

of emerging cloud technologies, new cloud architectures,
and a revolutionary IT model capable of bringing greater
value to meet the needs of internal business units and the
company itself.
Traditional IT needs to evolve to include a cloud model.
External cloud providers offer tempting new options to
give business unit owners exactly what they want. Internal
IT organizations need to stay relevant and compete for
internal business, or risk being be bypassed.

• To act (precipitously): You might be worried about
failing in a spectacular fashion if you move too fast
and make early decisions about embracing public
cloud services, a private cloud, or some type of hybrid
cloud architecture.
• To not act: If you wait too long to measure all your
cloud options, you may miss the chance to make IT more
valuable to the business through the fast delivery (and
brokering) of much-needed cloud services. You could
also risk your company’s window to remain competitive
in an area that has seen cloud adoption readily
embraced by others in your industry.

Figure 1: Deciding about cloud isn’t easy.
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Avoiding common hurdles to cloud success

Datalink has advised a number of organizations about their

2. Lack of defined objectives or outcomes

path to cloud. Many have since moved on to successfully

Many cloud projects never get off the ground

embrace technologies and processes that support their

because they failed to define what they wanted to

emergent private and hybrid cloud architectures.

achieve. Organizations also lack ways to measure

We’ve learned a great deal about what to do from these
encounters. We’ve also learned from hearing about
others’ early cloud missteps. In the next few pages,
we list common challenges that IT organizations have
experienced with early cloud deployments. These tend
to fall into two categories:
1.	 Hurdles that stall organizations from moving forward
with cloud
2.	 Common missteps with active cloud deployments
that lead to failure

project success. Instead of being enamored by the
latest new technology or vendor visions about how
to move forward with cloud, consider the merits of
getting expert advice from third-party analysts or
integrators who have vetted technologies, choices, and
measurable ways to define and act on a cloud initiative.
3. No cloud roadmap or methodology
Moving to cloud architectures is a journey. How
fast you get there depends on your organization’s
priorities, budget, and IT maturity levels surrounding
technologies, architectures, and business processes.

Between these two areas, you’ll notice some common,

We’ve had significant success with customers who

repeating themes.

follow our five-phase cloud maturity model.1 This

Area #1: Common hurdles that stall cloud
projects before they begin

model and accompanying methodologies provide
a roadmap to take you from your present state to a
successful, hybrid cloud reality.

We are often asked to summarize the common hurdles

Depending on your IT organization’s level of urgency

that can stall cloud deployments before they get off the

and priorities for cloud, we offer many services to

ground. Here’s a general list with some high-level advice

assist with your organization’s cloud roadmap and

to help combat them.

methodology. One of them, Datalink Cloud Complete, 2

1. Being overly reactive by waiting for business users

offers a fast track to cloud that can cut months off a

to guide or direct cloud efforts
There’s a fine line between catering to the needs of

typical cloud deployment.
4. Not ready for change

your business users and not being able to meet internal

Embracing a future cloud paradigm is as much about

requests geared toward private cloud deployment

technology choices as it is about transforming IT

because you waited too long. Your business users

processes and the IT organization. To move forward

are already moving ahead with their own external

with an early cloud vision, you will need to ultimately

cloud plans – likely without your input. Therefore,

embrace emerging, new IT roles for cloud – from

you need to make proactive, measured moves toward

cloud architects to cloud operators and managers. You

a service-oriented mindset to achieve results for your

may also need to reorganize IT teams to support the

IT organization.

deployment of enabling technologies, such as advanced
virtualization and converged infrastructures.3 We offer
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Avoiding common hurdles to cloud success (cont.)

various cloud services4 to aid in assessment, research,

2. Little to no cloud expertise

planning, deployment, and ongoing cloud support

If you don’t have in-house expertise around cloud,

for these areas.

now’s the time to seek it out. Datalink experts can help

5. Lack of supporting processes
There is a new set of habits and processes that

get you up to speed at many different levels.
3. Failure to properly consider governance and security

coincide with a successful hybrid cloud environment.

Part of the vetting process for cloud computing

We can advise IT organizations on the best ways

paradigms is to assess how your company’s own unique

to proceed in this area.

regulatory and security needs can still be met. We

6. Analysis paralysis
Choices and decisions can get overwhelming when
it comes to cloud. Our advice? You may not have all

are accustomed to incorporating these issues in any
assessment, design, or implementation plan.
4. Insufficient cloud performance testing

the answers to ensure a successful conclusion with

It may seem obvious for any significant IT

cloud, but there’s no reason to wait indefinitely until

deployment project, but testing cloud pilots

all answers become clear. Instead, consider cloud

or cloud proofs of concept is critical for success

pilots with already-proven use cases. For example,

at many stages of deployment.

application development and testing are common
areas of low-hanging fruit with fast ROI. Success here
can also lead to greater confidence and internal
support for expansion. Ask a Datalink advisor to share
other common success scenarios where early cloud
deployments and cloud proofs of concept tend to
produce rapid returns.

Area #2: Common missteps that can derail
active cloud deployments
Based on a survey recently referenced by GigaOM
Research Analyst David S. Linthicum, 5 many troubled early
cloud deployments tend to falter in a few key areas. Here,
we offer our take on this list.
1. Lack of metrics to define success
This recurring theme is the same hurdle that can prevent
cloud projects from getting off the ground. Here as
well, you can’t be successful with cloud until you know

5. Unmet expectations by cloud service (or provider)
Refer again to items #1 and #4 in this section, as this often
relates to insufficient metrics or insufficient testing.
6. Inability to fit cloud into the organization’s
larger IT architecture
This gets back to the roadmap idea mentioned in the
previous list. Your organization’s cloud foray must be
more than a one-off, experimental effort. A roadmap
will help fit cloud efforts into your overall architecture
so you can see positive change in every area – from IT
business processes and organizational changes to the
underpinning technologies that fuel your data center.
7. Too technology focused
Cloud is as much about people and processes as it is
about technology. Focusing too heavily on technology
without also considering business side changes can
doom many cloud projects from the start.

what metrics constitute ultimate success. In an earlier

VentureBeat article,6 we offer examples to help define
metrics and measurable objectives for cloud.
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Moving from cloud hurdles to cloud success

You have questions about cloud. IT transformation doesn’t
have to be scary or overwhelming. It can be energizing

About Datalink

and fulfilling. It can reap changes that bring immediate

A complete data center solutions and services

benefits to the business. Let us show you how.

provider for Fortune 500 and mid-tier enterprises,
Datalink transforms data centers so they become more

Figure 2: Transform cloud outcomes.

efficient, manageable, and responsive to changing
business needs. Datalink helps leverage and protect
storage, server, and network investments with a focus
on long-term value, offering a full lifecycle of services,
from consulting and design to implementation,
management, and support. Datalink solutions span
virtualization and consolidation, data storage and
protection, advanced networks, and business
continuity. Each delivers measureable performance
gains and maximizes the business value of IT. To learn
how Datalink can help your organization use today’s
evolving technologies to improve the overall efficiency
of your data center and emerging cloud architecture,
and deliver dramatic ROI to your organization, contact
Datalink at 800.448.6314 or visit www.datalink.com.
To receive the latest white papers and insight into
data center technologies and practices, follow
Datalink online at the sites below.

1 For more information on Datalink’s five-phase cloud maturity model, see “IT
and the Cloud: Buy, Build or Both?” by Kent Christensen, Datalink white paper,
July 2012, at http://www.datalink.com/getattachment/d31a0344-4d19-484d8013-5ccf32103e75/IT-and-the-Cloud-Buy,-Build-or-Both-%281%29.aspx.
2 Datalink Cloud Complete services are described at http://www.datalink.com/
Services-Solutions/Solutions/Cloud/Cloud-Complete.
3 CI has begun to emerge as a common building block to automated, future
cloud architectures. For more information, see the following article:
“Converged Infrastructure: Prepare or Run for Cover?” by Kent Christensen,
Issue 10-3, August 2014, Architecture & Governance Magazine, http://www.
architectureandgovernance.com/content/converged-infrastructure-prepareor-run-cover.

•

http://twitter.com/datalinkcorp

•

http://blog.datalink.com/

•

http://www.facebook.com/datalinkcorp

4 Various Datalink cloud services are described at http://www.datalink.com/
Services-Solutions/Solutions/Cloud.
5 “Patterns of failure for enterprise cloud computing projects, and how to avoid
them,” by David S. Linthicum, Aug. 15, 2014, GigaOM Research, http://research.
gigaom.com/2014/08/patterns-of-failure-for-enterprise-cloud-computingprojects-and-how-to-avoid-them/.
6 “5 Mistakes You’re Making When You Try to Build a Private Cloud,” by Kent
Christensen, March 8, 2014, VentureBeat, http://venturebeat.com/2014/03/08/5mistakes-youre-making-when-you-try-to-build-a-private-cloud/.
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